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This brief guide provides a background of what a Bowing Entertainment Center (BEC) is and general tips for 
its design.  This is Part One of a continuing educational series provided by Scheirman Associates. 

Many came to us knowing their target customer market, their revenue goals, and number of lanes, 

venues and operations.  After confirming understanding and testing the assumptions, we started right 
away.  Others were not settled on their plans, wanted to test their ideas or just needed good information.  
Who is Scheirman Associates? 

We first became intrigued in bowling centers through renovations of 

what some called “traditional bowling centers” with a client that had many 
centers.  They wanted to explore what it would take to “Modernize” the centers.  
We were privileged to travel to several centers to see, in their opinion, what was 

working well.  We then made comprehensive improvements to several facilities, 
while they enabled improvements to their operations and marketing.  

The bowling industry was fractured.  One client evaluated it this way:  Three tiers.   

The lower tier was composed of centers that the market had “passed them by”.  They weren’t making 

improvements, centers were worn out and these “alleys” probably would not survive.   

The middle tier was bowling centers in decent markets.  Owners had good relationships with the customer 
base.  Their centers needed improvements yet there was confusion as to which direction to take or what 

emphasis to place.  The legacy business faced headwinds with changing 
market trends, (i.e. league play/open play, “traditional”/”boutique”).   

The upper tier had found a profitable energetic response to their customers and 

grew their business.  They had a good grip on their finances, business plan, 
operational plans, and importantly:  identity and market presence. They were 
the ones the middle tier wanted to borrow ideas from.  

(Not:  this brief guide sidesteps the effects of megatrends shifts in suppliers/vendors and the morphing of 
bowling organizations that also had various impacts… subjects of other writings.) 

Along the way, the bowling entertainment center emerged. While some were flocking to 

open play/glow bowling, others were market-strong in league play centers and the boutique centers 
developed a photogenic attraction.  Magazines were full of “next big thing” 
articles.  The family entertainment center (FEC), to some, was a sturdy response 

to the new type of a bowling-driven business.  It catered to a variety of bowlers 
(open play/league), parties (team-building), in a clean setting with value-
priced attractions.  Soon, the FEC was the buzz lingo but without a recipe.  
Some Centers did well; some struggled.  Others took pieces of the FEC back-
fed into older businesses without changing their prior under-performing 
fundamentals.  Which way to go? 

It was anther privilege to associate with a forward-thinking client, with whom we 
had renovated “large-box” centers (ranging from 48-72 lanes).  We came 
together from different perspectives.  He was a well-recognized businessman 
and operator of multiple centers.  He had published “benchmark” findings and 
40-year forward forecasts of bowling industry. We were a recognized bowling 

niche architect with a long list of bowling center projects.  Together, we 
produced a graphic presentation “The Current Bowling Business(es)- Which are 
you in?” which classified five types of businesses involving bowling “today”. It 

articulated their common features, their unique distinctions - architecturally, operationally and market-
wise.  It was published, presented to industry venues and we co-authored articles.   
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The process had great benefits.  A signature center was designed and built.  He refined the operational 
model and put it into successful practice in multiple centers.  Our projects, designed with a clarified vision 
and driven purpose, selected the relevant specific key traits from among the five major types of bowling 

businesses.  One of which, previously labeled the Family Entertainment Center, is the Bowling Entertainment 
Center. 

We’ve learned from our clients, the projects, the industry relationships and the risks we have all 

taken to get to where we are today.  We can now say we have happy clients in over 300 centers across 

the US in 25 states.  With another bowling client, we designed and implemented (PM / CM) more that a 
half-dozen renovations and new centers over recent years. It is a great merge of our evolved experience 
and his strong personality with a clear simple vision of the FEC/BEC.  Very successful..  

Let’s talk about your project. 

Do you want to know what’s working in a good bowling entertainment center 
today?  Want the recipe for a successful BEC?  Let’s hope this will get you closer. 

• Attractions and Venues are terms we see that can describe different 
“elements”. We would say that an “Attraction” is an element that is 
recognizable, popular and “gets them in”.  We would say that a “Venue” 
keeps the customers there longer. Examples of attractions would be bowling, 
roller-skating and laser tag.  Examples of venues would be billiards, bumper 

cars, mini-golf and small area venues (rock climbing, laser frenzy, time freak).   

Put simply:  Longer stay = more revenue.   

• You may notice that the lounge, food service and arcade/games are not 
in the Attraction/Venue lists.  They are common to both lists (can be viewed 
as an attraction and as a venue). These are considered “essential” 
elements to the BEC.  Their success highly depends on how they are 

scoped, managed and marketed in the BEC mix.  That’s part of the trick. 

• About the Mix: As you may have imagine, any one of these Attractions or 
Venues can operate it’s own separate business (bowling alley, stand-alone 
Laser tag or Arcade businesses, roller skating rinks, restaurants, bars, arcades). Any one.  Some have made it, 
others faded. Some say that there needs to be at least six to seven Attractions and Venues for a successful BEC. 

• The overall character is formed by layouts and subset arrangements of areas like the Bowling and 

Arcade/Games.  Many subsets of choices here in styles, operations, marketing and customer service.              
(All are subjects of subsequent Guides). Crafting the mix, the flow, 
design and marketing / operations is when the experience kicks in.  
Ask us. 

• If you have the space, the biggest Attraction some say, is Go-

Kart (if you can afford it).  People will drive 50-miles to race, but won't 
drive 10-miles to bowl or roller skate. Do we recommend electric cars 
(with improved sound) over gas- yes.  Outdoor tracks in fair-weather 
southern climates (e.g. Florida/Texas); indoor tracks in northern or rainy 

climates (e.g. Minnesota)- yes. 

• About food.  This subject has strong opinions (“this is what we’ll do..”) and open questions (simple or more up-

scale?).  Our answer- check the market.  Simple answer: if the BEC is adult oriented, offer nice upscale food;  if 
it is family oriented, keep a simple menu. It either supports (think snack bar) or is an attraction (think restaurant).  
In either case, have variety and each be the best of it’s kind. 
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• Design affects First Costs and Labor Costs.  There are many 
considerations that need to be uniquely balanced in a BEC.  For example, a 
well-designed kitchen and prudent equipment selections can keep labor 

costs down.  Flow and arrangement of the BEC customer experiences also 
translate into operational costs.  Selection of materials and choices of the 
dynamic or static theming of spaces are first cost decision examples; their 
maintenance, replacement and upkeep are ongoing cost concerns.  This is 
where our experience and the client’s operational savvy merge.    

• A “novice” design/operations mistake assumes the BEC will be full of customers all the times (the dream), or 

designed so one person can run it (former experience).  The BEC attracts and delivers enjoyment at different 
times and to different customer expectations all week/all year.   

A well-considered layout works well in both peak and in off-peak 
times from the start of the customer experience, through the “upsells” 
and to the bounce backs. How? Suffice it to say that our designs and 
the operations are “load-tested” and refined. Architecture and 

business are full of compromises.   

 

Be aware of the overriding principles and the supporting features 
when the compromise choices are made. (We’ll go into these in 
Guides to follow…stay tuned...) 

Now for a story… 

George (fictitious name, not our client) was a developer of a bowling center in a larger US city. Spent 
money on exciting glow bowling on some lanes.  Spent money on special seasonal-theming to other 
bowling lanes.  Decided he wanted a mezzanine for VIP lanes and glow-in-the-dark mini golf. So, the 

project went down the road he wanted.  No problem finding plenty of vendors and suppliers ready to sell 
him the equipment.  (Kind of like The Emperor’s New Clothes story?) He paid the design, the GC and 
electrician to build the mezzanine and wire everything up.  What he didn't understand, and was not 
advised, was that was no one goes upstairs without a compelling reason. 

Others considered a mezzanine; fewer have tried. None have worked.  Some are walled over now. Can 
think of only one Center that it would work in…won’t name it.  That BEC business has a huge live music 

anchor (maybe it’s #1 Attraction and Bowling is #2 or #3).  People would go upstairs for a lounge and live 
bands...but not so much for mini-golf.  

It would have been better for a Professional BEC Architect to impart wisdom of experience early on and 

guide the client in a better direction. Don’t imagine this was advised (that a mezzanine is not a good idea and 
there were questionable returns to recover expense of his seasonal-themed bowling idea).  The upstairs venues, 
while may be fun for some for a while, are not compelling.  Probably will spend operational time and money trying 
to get customers upstairs.  Imagine the area will eventually be abandoned.  Most likely he will not recoup the 
investment.  (Though I hope he does finds a way). Unless of course, it wasn’t really a business investment after all.  It 
may have been a hobby.  The money may not have mattered, in which case he got what he was looking for.  

People do things for many reasons.  Don't know.  He wasn’t our Client. 

We hear lots of “war stories” from other jobs… (not ours).  For example, the Owner that switched Architects 

(A/E) mid-stream for reasons unknown, made changes to the project and didn’t know the decision(s) affected 
other parts of the project (like electrical).  The replacement A/E, perhaps conscious but not familiar with bowling 

center designs, was not aware of inter-related decisions until too late.  Must all work well together.   
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We heard of Installers came across situations that were the result of poor/uninformed design or uncoordinated 
drawings/equipment orders. (We have a proactive way of avoiding this).  Unnecessary costs arose, blame goes 
around and it produced dis-order.  It elevates job stress at a time when everyone is overworked already.  All 

avoidable. 

Some Bowling Suppliers/Installers told us that when they know it is Scheirman Associates, they lower their price 
because they know things will be coordinated and done right.  They take out some of the contingency they priced 
into on other projects… or so we’re told. 

 

We can go on (ask us)…want to pass on a couple of closing thoughts: 

 

So… we desire better Bowling Entertainment Centers for our Clients and their Customers… 

Good for all. 

Give us a call, let’s Meet, FaceTime, Video Call.   

 

Think Scheirman Associates when you want that trustworthy go-to professional bowling center architect 
to guide... to design... to deliver... and to follow through. 

• Want it done right this time? 
• Have a general layout and want to make it better? 
• Want to know how will fits…how it flows? 

• Want preliminary information on costs? 
• Want to need to put it all together with confidence? 
• Don't spend time or money on what's not working. 

• Trust our confidential and professional guidance. 

 

Upside:  You’ll be glad you did! 

You’re going to need a professional sometime! 

 

Steve Scheirman is founder and Principal of Scheirman Associates Architects, a client-
centered practice in Architecture, Planning, and Design-Build.  In other multi-state A&E 
firms, Steve has served as Principal, Director, Project Architect and Project Manager.  He 
is a registered architect licensed in Texas and Florida and has been licensed in over 
twenty other states. 

Evolving over two decades from being the owner of a general practice to one of a niche 
specialty firm, his body of work spans Commercial & Retail, Interiors, Entertainment, 
Residential and Consulting.   

Steve’s style promotes collaboration among teams and disciplines to develop integrated 
solutions.  He now enjoys blending modern design with Universal Design. 


